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by Peter Frezza

While the origins of the El Niño-
Southern Oscillation event of 2009-10 were 
thousands of miles away in the eastern 
Pacific, the effects of this unusually strong 
cyclic event were recorded globally. To the 
observer of nature in southern Florida, the 
impacts of this El Niño were profound, the 
results of which have altered many aspects 
of Everglades ecology for years to come. One 
of the positive and evident outcomes of these 
effects is the potential for extraordinarily 
high productivity of nesting wading birds 
in Florida Bay and the 10,000 Islands this 
coming nesting season. However, during the 
middle of this past nuclear winter it was hard 
to imagine anything positive coming out of 
such a seemingly tragic event. 
 During the first week of 2010, 
temperatures dropped into the 30s across 
much of southern Florida, kicking off a 
weather year to remember. On the morning 
of January 6, a friend and I traveled into 
Everglades National Park to see what effects 
these temperatures and the supposed “coldest 
day of the year” were having on the fish and 
other wildlife at Cape Sable. The morning’s 
chilly temperatures had been really hyped by 
the media and we were thinking the unusually 
cold water would be grim on many of the fish. 
News crews from all the major networks were 

on the scene in Redland agricultural fields, 
staged near random tomato plots waiting for 
a tragedy. A quick stop at the pinelands pull-
off near the entrance to the park revealed a 
thermometer reading of 35°F at 7 am. “Pretty 
cold for this neck of the woods,” we thought. 
Within two hours we were poling a little skiff 
through the marshes of Cape Sable searching 
for some signs of wildlife in peril. After a 
few hours of exploring, all we could turn up 

were a few dazed Mangrove Snapper. We 
even managed to catch a few Redfish. We 
made some jokes about “what had it come 
to,” when a guy could go out on the coldest 
day of the year and not even find a single 
dead fish, and headed for home. It turned 
out that the weather forecasts were quite 
wrong about the prediction of this being the 
coldest day of the year. This was the last day 
that jokes would be made about dead fish.  

 Continued on page 16

If Piping Plovers could read, Crandon Park Beach should place 
magazine ads promoting Miami-Dade County as a top wintering destination. 
Plovers arrive here as early as July and stay through March, with a flock 
congregated as early as mid-October. Since 2000, wintering Piping Plover 
numbers have remained consistent, with a low of 25 and a high of 42 birds. 
On the 1991 census, zero birds were reported but in 2001, Crandon’s 31 birds 
furnished 90% of Florida’s wintering Piping Plover population. By October 27 
this season, 39 birds comprised the winter flock, including four banded birds.
 This endangered species is of great concern, as their nesting 
areas are under stress from habitat loss, heavy human usage (including 
unleashed dogs), tidal surges and depredation by small animals such as 
raccoons, foxes, cats and even crabs. Wintering locations are also of great 
importance, as each spot must offer food and shelter for at least 5 months.  

Photo © Tom Smith

 Continued on page 10

Piping Plovers Love Crandon Beach
by Robin Diaz
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A Weather Year to Remember
Ecological Effects of El Niño in Southern Everglades

A 25 lb. Goliath Grouper surrounded by dead snook in a creek north of Flamingo. 
Photo © Peter Frezza
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Dear Friends,

 To conserve and restore our region’s ecosystems requires a year-round commitment 
from board members and volunteers. Tropical Audubon Society (TAS) achieves this by 
supporting environmental preservation projects, promoting cooperation among agencies and 
stakeholders, and engaging in environmental education to increase awareness. Our conservation 
efforts are essential because we are fighting to protect habitat critical to the survival of species 
that depend on a delicate ecological balance in the Everglades and along our coastal estuaries. 
We are vigilant in our efforts to reduce pollution and halt poorly planned developments that 
promote sprawl, because migrating species require green space, fresh water and a healthy food 
supply in order to refuel and continue on the long journey.  After all, the health of our feathered 
friends, such as herons, storks and spoonbills, are tangible indicators of how well an ecosystem 
is faring.  Based on reports that common species are in decline, we still have much work to do! 
 In September, TAS hosted a full-day workshop to evaluate and plan our conservation 
program for 2011. The workshop was divided into two parts: a morning session dedicated to 
presentations about land use, future plans for urban greening, water conservation and upcoming 
restoration projects and issues related to implementation; while the afternoon was spent having 
informal discussions on those subjects (in particular how TAS can support planning and 
restoration efforts in 2011). This workshop could not have been possible without the vision of 
our Conservation Co-chairs John Ogden and Dennis Olle. 
 This year, TAS will focus on four conservation priorities:  land use, including holding 
the line on sprawl; water issues and protecting Biscayne Bay from critical harm; bird conservation 
and urban greening; and funding and support for Everglades restoration projects. You can read 
more about our 2011 efforts on each of these fronts in this issue, and a more detailed version 
with links is available on our website: www.tropicalaudubon.org.  
 TAS also works with its regional conservation partners through Audubon of Florida on 
issues that affect the Everglades and Southeast Florida. Many of these priorities were discussed at 
this year’s Audubon of Florida Assembly held October 22-23 in St. Petersburg.  TAS brought five 
representatives from our chapter and helped set the state’s conservation priorities by working 
with our region’s chapters from St. Lucie to Monroe Counties.   
 Together with our partners we will continue to work to accelerate the Comprehensive 
Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP).  We will be armed with a new tool in 2011 to help make 
our case: The Everglades Foundation commissioned an economic study this past year that shows 
the state of Florida will see a minimum of a four-to-one return on its investments in Everglades 
restoration.
 TAS will host an annual public meeting to set our conservation priorities every 
September. Please make suggestions to our conservation committee by getting involved and 
attending an upcoming conservation meeting on the fourth Wednesday night of each month 
at 7 pm at our headquarters, 5530 Sunset Drive, Miami, FL 33143. There are also many other 
ways for TAS members to get involved in our conservation efforts. To volunteer or get more 
information e-mail me: director@tropicalaudubon.org.  I look forward to working with you in 
2011!  

 Sincerely, 

 Laura Reynolds
 Executive Director, Tropical Audubon Society

Tropical Audubon Society (TAS) is a group of dedicated citizens who care about the quality of South Florida’s environment. Established in 1947, we are a chapter of National Audubon Society and Florida Audubon Society. 
Tropical Audubon’s Mission: 1) Conservation: To work toward protection of the natural world and to promote wise stewardship of natural resources, especially native plants, animals and their habitat. 2) Education: To 
promote, among members and the public of all ages, an understanding and appreciation of nature, the environment, and ecological relationships. 3) Enjoyment: To enjoy together the study and protection of nature. We 
believe in the wisdom of nature’s design. We seek to foster and promote ecological conscientiousness in our community. This is the official publication of the Tropical Audubon Society (TAS), a non-profit, 501(c) (3) tax-
exempt organization. Our headquarters, the Doc Thomas House, is a Dade County Historic site on three sub-tropical acres of native habitat in South Miami, located at 5530 Sunset Drive, Miami, Florida 33143. The phone 
number is (305) 667-7337. Membership rate, $20 per year. Please make your checks payable to Tropical Audubon Society, and mail to our office (address above). Contact TASpublisher@gmail.com for comments, letters 
and guidelines for anyone wishing to contribute to future issues.
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Whether they realize it or not, almost 
all birders participate in patch birding.  What 
is patch birding exactly, though?  How is it 
defined? The concept is relatively simple 
– an area which a birder surveys on a regular 
basis, be it a local park, beach, or even one’s 
own backyard, taking note of season, time 
of day, weather, and species composition on 
each particular outing. There are usually no 
target species involved or particular time 
constraints to be met. How is this helpful 
to becoming a better birder?  By birding the 
same spot regularly, one begins to appreciate 
the idiosyncrasies of that location. For 
example, relatively common species for South 
Florida such as Great Crested Flycatchers or  
Northern Cardinals might only be irregular 
visitors. On the other hand, some patches 
might be areas where Caribbean strays 
repeatedly show up. 
 In addition to familiarizing oneself 
with the local avian fauna, individuals 
tend to become emotionally invested in 
their particular patch, making them the 
conservation stewards of that area and 
an excellent information resource for any 

restoration or conservation efforts.  In this 
article, I will briefly describe my particular 
birding patch – Matheson Hammock County 
Park located at 9610 Old Cutler Road – and 
hopefully inspire others to add patch birding 
as another facet of their hobby.
 When choosing a patch that will 
be birded on a regular basis, a birder must 
choose a location that will provide long term 
enjoyment and interest in terms of species 
present, habitat, and size. For me, Matheson 
Hammock County Park in Coral Gables was 
the perfect fit. It provided an interesting 
cross section of habitats:  extensive mangrove 
forest, mudflats, mature tropical hardwood 
hammock festooned in epiphytic plants, a 
brackish water lagoon, and areas of brushy 
secondary growth. At 351 acres, it is more 
than large enough to keep me exploring with 
each habitat of sufficient size to support 
resident and migratory breeding species.  In 
terms of species composition, there is always 
something interesting happening. During 
autumn and spring migration, if migrant 
warblers are in short supply in the hardwood 
hammock, one can always check the beaches 

South Florida is home to the Everglades, Biscayne Bay and other 
critical habitat for many bird species and wildlife as well as dense 
human population centers. 
 Managing nature in an urban setting poses huge challenges 
to resource managers as well as policy makers and planners who make 
decisions on development and conservation issues. For this reason, 
Tropical Audubon Society (TAS) keeps the entire system in mind and 
therefore must “paint” our goals with a “broad brush.”  Simply put, 
birds need to refuel on undeveloped land while migrating; our aquifer 
will only recharge if land is left unpaved; and we can only expect the 
next generation to protect and love what they can experience in parks 
and preserves. 
 We have proposed revisions to Miami-Dade County’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan through the Evaluation Appraisal Report 
process that will come before the Miami-Dade Board of County 
Commissioners on January 19, 2011. TAS is very supportive of most 
of the items found within the planning and zoning document. The 
major topics discussed are how to amend our CDMP to better address 
these four issues: Urban Development Boundary (UDB) capacity; 
climate change and sea level rise; directing growth and employment; 
and transportation/mobility.  

 Among the suggested amendments of which TAS is very 
supportive, are: keeping our UDB intact and focusing on infill 
development to fulfill capacity. This is a better option than stretching 
our tax dollars by continuing to sprawl westward. We believe the 
County must start to make the necessary infrastructure investments 
in areas where growth is desirable and planned. It is important to 
show up to town hall meetings and promote development along our 
transportation corridors to help maintain the boundary to the west, 
because the capacity we realize within the boundary is calculated by 
filling vacant or foreclosed homes and creating density in planned 
areas.    
 On the matter of climate change and sea level rise, because 
of our low-lying, flat landscape, Miami-Dade has already documented 
significant flooding in coastal areas from high tide events. With the 
projected increases to this rate due to climate change, mitigation and 
adaptation of the built environment will be necessary. That includes 
implementation of plans to protect water supply from saltwater 
intrusion by expediting Everglades restoration efforts.  
 We will also work to support continued land acquisition 
for conservation and restoration projects to help support functional 
habitats and connectivity. Moving forward we will encourage urban 
planning that supports these initiatives and fight to keep oversight 
agencies like the Department of Community Affairs intact, which has 
long been our last line of defense to prevent misguided projects from 
being permitted.    

 Continued on page 4

 Continued on page 9

by Laura Reynolds
Tropical audubon’s 2011 conservaTion Goals

TAS Conservation Strategy: Land Use

Patch Birding

One of the challenges of birding a local patch is 
trying to find regularity in the occurence of species 
that show up irregularly, particularly those that 
seem to be common elsewhere in the region. 
Willet, a common to abundant species across most 
of the southeast, is a very uncommon species 
at Matheson Hammock County Park. Photo by 
Carlos Sanchez.
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Cuban Pewee (Contopus caribaeus) is a small flycatcher best identified 
by a conspicuous white crescent behind its eye and a distinctive “dee-
dee-dee” call. It is resident only in Cuba and the northern Bahamas 
and until this year had been documented only once in North America. 
The first record was from March 1995, at Spanish River Park, in Boca 
Raton, Palm Beach County. The bird stayed for several weeks, was 
viewed by hordes of visiting birders and was well photographed and 
videotaped. Two other Cuban Pewees have been reported since, but 
acceptable documentation was not obtained. This past September, 
Larry Manfredi discovered a Cuban Pewee at Long Pine Key in 
Everglades National Park and was able to obtain both photographs 
and recordings of the bird vocalizing.  The pewee remained for most 
of the month and was enjoyed by untold numbers of visiting birders. 
It’s become apparent that late summer is a really good time to look for 
West Indian vagrants at Long Pine Key. In September 2003, a Black-
faced Grassquit was found just up the road from the pewee sighting. 
Last summer, Western Spindalis were found nesting just down the 
road, in a slash pine opposite the Long Pine Key campground entrance 
and the first breeding record for this species in North America. This 
past July, a Western Spindalis was spotted not far from last year’s 
nesting location; this species was also reported during September by 
birders searching for the Cuban Pewee. 
 Several other tropical vagrants were reported in south 
Florida during the season, including a probable La Sagra’s Flycatcher 
at A.D. Barnes Park in late September, a Thick-billed Vireo at Dagny 
Johnson Key Largo Hammock Botanical State Park in early October 
and a Red-billed Tropicbird at Ft. Lauderdale Beach in mid-October. 

Unfortunately, none of these birds were photographed or could be 
relocated by other birders. A Tropical Kingbird was photographed 
on Virginia Key in mid October and its vocalizations were well 
described, but it was also a one-day-wonder. Earlier in the month, a 
White-cheeked Pintail was reported from a pond on private property 
in Deerfield Beach, but descriptions of its behavior strongly suggest 
that it was not a wild bird. A Smooth-billed Ani was seen at its well-
known location on Old Griffin Road during late August; another was 
reported from near STA-5 in Hendry County.
 While there were no major neotropical migrant fall-outs 
in south Florida this fall, most expected species were seen at some 
point during the season, including thirty-five different warblers. An 
out-of-range Townsend’s Warbler was found at Matheson Hammock 
Park in early October by participants attending Bird Day at adjacent 
Fairchild Tropical Botanical Garden. Other migrants found at 
Matheson included Philadelpia Vireo and Kentucky and Cerulean 
Warbler. Those three species were also seen at A.D Barnes Park, as 
were Blue-winged and Nashville Warbler and the park’s first Bell’s 
Vireo. In mid-September, an immature Canada Warbler was found 
in a residential area in Homestead. At the beginning of October, a 
Connecticut Warbler, rare in the state during fall, was discovered at 
Bill Baggs Cape Florida State Park.
 Larry Manfredi’s backyard feeders in Homestead continued 
to attract interesting birds, including Yellow-headed Blackbird, 
Dickcissel, Bronzed Cowbirds and over thirty Shiny Cowbirds. 
Homestead’s agricultural fields attracted a variety of migrant 
shorebirds, including American Golden-Plovers, Upland Sandpipers 
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Known by many as The River of Grass, the three million acres 
of Everglades ecosystem is home to more than 350 species of birds, 
from the Roseate Spoonbill to the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow, as well 
as other threatened wildlife including the Florida Panther and Florida 
Manatee. Various habitats, from sawgrass marshes to tree islands, 
are threatened by man-made drainage systems, development and 
pollution.   
 We will work with our conservation partners to accelerate the 
Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP), the government’s 
guide to restore, protect and preserve the water resources of central 
and southern Florida. While TAS has its eye on the entire system and 
realizes the importance of more dry season storage of water, we focus 
mainly on Southern projects such as: Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands, 
C-111 and Tamiami Trail. 

 We will continue to advocate for the completion of bridging 
at the Tamiami Trail, a bridging project that will allow water to flow 
once again to important bird habitat in Everglades National Park. 
According to park scientists, we can only achieve historic sheet flow 
by raising the Tamiami Trail a minimum of 6.5 feet. You can help by 
moving a resolution of support for this effort through a group you 
may be involved with and joining the Skyway Coalition.  For more 
information on this, visit our website at www.tropicalaudubon.org.   
 The Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands (BBCW) effort is nearing 
completion of many of the components of Phase 1, but we need more 
momentum and funding support from our federal partners.  Up until 
now BBCW has been an expedited project (thanks to Jeb Bush) that 
has been funded solely by the State. TAS, along with its partners, will 
work to try and find funding to keep the momentum flowing for all 
CERP projects.

TAS Conservation Strategy: 
Funding and Support for Everglades Restoration Projects

 Continued from page 3

Fall  2010    Birding  Recap       by Brian Rapoza

Photos © Dan Irizarry:   Chestnut-sided Warbler                       Worm-eating Warbler                              Tennessee Warbler
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Brian Rapoza, is the field trip coordinator for Tropical Audubon Society and  
author of Birding Florida. He has organized and led birding trips for Tropical 
Audubon Society throughout Florida as well as in several other states. 3 

and up to thirteen Buff-breasted Sandpipers. Though construction of the C111 
spreader canal continues in the Lucky Hammock area, good birds continue to 
be found there, including White-tailed Kite, Crested Caracara, Alder, Brown-
crested and Scissor-tailed Flycatcher, Philadelphia Vireo, Yellow-breasted Chat, 
Blue Grosbeak and Lincoln’s and White-crowned Sparrow. During October, 
Brown-crested Flycatchers were also reported at Royal Palm Hammock and 
Long Pine Key in Everglades National Park.  Several other good birds were seen 
in the national park during the season, including a Snowy Plover photographed 
at Snake Bight in early August. Up to three American Flamingos were seen 
there later in the month. A Yellow-bellied Flycatcher was found at Long Pine 
Key in late September, in the same location as the Cuban Pewee. At the end 
of October, Lesser Nighthawks were seen hunting at dusk over Eco Pond in 
Flamingo. 
 Further afield, a Fork-tailed Flycatcher was reported from Keewaydin 
Island in Collier County during early August. In mid-September, a Ruff was 
found in Shiloh Marsh, near Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge; several 
Wilson’s Phalaropes were also reported from this area.  A Wilson’s Phalarope 
was one of many shorebirds tallied during the late-August TAS trip to the 
Everglades Agricultural Area, south of Lake Okeechobee. Also during this trip, 
several Black Rails were heard calling in a wet, overgrown field along US 27. 
October brought a number of upstate rarities, including a Great Cormorant 
at Viera Wetlands in Brevard County, several Franklin’s Gulls at Ponce Inlet 
in Volusia County, a Groove-billed Ani at Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park 
in Alachua County and up to four Groove-billed Anis at Bald Point State Park 
in Franklin County. At Ft. Pickens State Park in Pensacola, a Sulphur-bellied 
Flycatcher was discovered at the beginning of the month and a Green-tailed 
Towhee, possibly the same individual that visited there last year, was found at 
month’s end.

We are contending with saltwater intrusion, sea level rise, poor 
water quality and quantity and, therefore, poor health of our estuaries. 
Many of the solutions to these problems are within reach, but only if 
the full envisioned rescue plans fall into place in a reasonable amount 
of time.  That will require letting our elected officials know how 
important these projects are to our economy.   
 Our underlying goals should be to deliver the maximum 
amount of water to the Everglades system and to protect as many 
species as possible in the shortest amount of time. This strategy will 
ensure that the maximum amount of water from northern estuaries 
gets to those in the south that need it the most. John Ogden from 
TAS will lead a panel discussion on defining success at the Everglades 
Coalition conference. TAS has helped organize two other panels about 
the importance of expediting CERP to combat sea level rise. This year’s 
conference is in Broward County and should be within driving distance 
for many of our members. Please visit www.evergladescoalition.org  

 
for more information and registration details.  All of the panels with 
which TAS is involved are on January 8; TAS will lead the field trip on 
January 9.  
 From December 2010 and throughout 2011 TAS will focus on 
rule development with the South Florida Water Management District 
for Biscayne Bay that will seek to protect all of the remaining flows to 
the bay. This process, now seven years in the making, is long overdue.  
Among our many concerns, we believe that SFWMD’s proposal for 
the bay will not give it any additional protection above and beyond 
what is already in place with the Everglades Water Availability Rule 
and the current cap on the Biscayne Aquifer.    
 There are volumes of documented science that link the 
productivity and the health of the bay to its salinity, and for that 
reason clean freshwater deliveries are at the heart of successful 
restoration efforts. Currently, the practice of agricultural drawdown 
has created a situation where most of the rainfall that we collect in 
the wet season is released into the bay just as the dry season begins.  

TAS Conservation Strategy: Water Issues

 Continued on page 9

Cuban Pewee
September 2010
Long Pine Key, Everglades National Park
© Tom Smith 5

Photos © Dan Irizarry:   Chestnut-sided Warbler                       Worm-eating Warbler                              Tennessee Warbler
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Renew your energy with yoga classes at Tropical Audubon’s headquarters. Immerse yourself in the natural setting of the  
Doc Thomas House property – 5530 Sunset Dr., Miami – where the tranquility of butterfly gardens, the symphony of birds and 
the natural canopy will awaken your senses, soothe your soul and restore your being.
Join us daily for yoga practice to enhance your quality of life. Find out how yoga postures and the science of breath will change 
your entire being. Each class is $12. Contact the yoga instructor Suzen Gerrish for more information at 305-333-4703.

Profile: Golden Silk Spider (Nephila clavipes)
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YOGA at TAS
  

If you have ever walked a shadowy Florida hammock trail at dawn 
or dusk and suddenly found yourself enveloped in a sticky veil of spider 
web, you have probably encountered the Golden Silk Spider (Nephila 
clavipes), also known as the Golden Orb Weaver.  While many South 
Florida spiders go virtually unnoticed, you can’t miss the showy fe-
males of this species, hanging head down in a web of golden silk that 
may be more than a yard in diameter.  With a bulbous orange and 
white-spotted abdomen and a span of black-tufted legs approaching 4 
inches, this spider is truly impressive and definitely not something you 
want perched on top of your head.  However, the spider is not danger-
ous and can only be induced to bite if squeezed or carelessly handled.  
Even then, the venom (which all spiders possess) is weak and has little 
effect on humans.
 The Golden silk spider is common in our area and is generally 
found in hammocks or dense tree foliage.  One of the largest spiders in 
North America, this truly handsome creature is also found throughout 
the Bahamas and Caribbean, as well as in the tropics of Central and 
South America.  Other Nephila species are found around the world in 
tropical areas, and all look generally similar.

 If you look carefully at the web of a Golden Silk Spider, you 
will often see the much smaller male hanging at the far edges await-
ing his chance for intimacy, or perhaps snacking on small prey insects 
that have been captured.  In South Florida, you may also see tiny silver 
spiders of the genus Argyrodes, also known as Dewdrop Spiders, oc-
cupying the huge web.  Looking like small drops of mercury with legs, 
these are “kleptoparasites” (what a great word) that specialize in steal-
ing captured prey before the Nephila has a chance to devour it.
 Immobilizing its prey with a bite and quickly wrapping it in 
strong silk, the Golden Orb Weaver readily takes bees, wasps and other 
medium to large flying insects.  It will also capture and eat young Ano-
lis lizards, making it one of the few Arthropods in our area to take 
vertebrate prey.
 The silk spun by Nephila is bright yellow-gold (hence the 
name) and is exceptionally strong, with a single strand exceeding the 
tensile strength of steel wire of the same diameter.  In the South Pacific, 
Nephila webs are sometimes twisted into functional bags and fishnets.  
A more domestic use of the silk has been crosshairs in military gun 
sights.
 A great place to see lots of Golden Orb Weavers is Castellow 
Hammock, at 22301 SW 162nd Avenue in South Miami-Dade County.  
The edges of the hammock contain fairly dense concentrations of these 
Arachnid giants, several of which seem to specialize in preying on local 
honeybees.  Any natural area with dense vegetation and plenty of flying 
insects is good habitat for the showy Golden Orb Weaver.

text 
and photo 

by Jeff Weber



The Hidden World of the Big 
Cypress Fox Squirrel

Big Cypress Fox Squirrels (BCFS) are disappearing 
on the periphery of their range in south Florida due 
to rapidly encroaching development and habitat 
fragmentation.  In the core of their range, which 
includes Big Cypress National Preserve (BICY), their 
status is unknown. Since May of 2007, John Kellam 
(a biologist who works at BICY) has been leading 
the first successful home range and habitat use 
study of the BCFS within their natural habitats.  
The entire process of locating, live-trapping, 
radio-collaring and monitoring 20 BCFS (10 males 
& 10 females) within a remote section of the Big 
Cypress Swamp was documented in exquisite 
detail by the camera lens of Ralph Arwood, a 
local professional wildlife photographer, whose 
stunning photographs offer a rare glimpse of this 
threatened species.  Experience the Big Cypress 
fox squirrel as never before as John narrates this 
extraordinary photographic journey.

Join us on Wednesday March 9 when Tropical 
Audubon welcomes John Kellam as guest 
speaker at the Doc Thomas House; doors 
open at 7:30 pm.
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Photos by Ralph Arwood: above left, a juvenile 
BCFS near its nest site; above right, an adult 
radio-collared “orange” color phase BCFS; 
center right, a cypress dome – one of the most 
important BCFS habitat components within 
BICY; right, John Kellam and Deborah Jansen 
release a radio-collared BCFS.



What am I doing here? 
 It is early morning, the weekend before Christmas, and I am 
standing in the dark on the banks of a canal near Black Point, with 
long-time birding buddy Paul Bithorn, sipping coffee and staring into 
the gloom. We are listening for rails, owls, and other birds which will 
be calling before dawn. As time creeps towards the rising of the winter 
sun, in the dim twilight we glimpse a ghostly shape seeming to float 
up the canal bank. As it gets closer, we can make it out – a Barn Owl, 
hunting along the canal for rodents. High fives all around – a bird 
uncommon and hard-to-find in suburban Miami has been added as a 
new species to the Kendall Christmas Bird Count!
 For Miami birders, the holiday season brings with it more 
than parties, twinkling lights and crowded malls. December means 
the Christmas Bird Count (CBC), and TAS members are very active 
as compilers and participants in a number of counts in South Florida. 
Two counts take place in the central part of Miami-Dade County – the 
Miami Count and the Kendall Count – making participation easy for 
enthusiastic birders. A bit farther afield, there are also two counts in 
Everglades National Park - at Long Pine Key and at Coot Bay.
 The first CBC was held in 1900, when the nascent Audubon 
Society and 27 birders decided to hold an alternative to the Christmas 
“side-hunts” that were a popular tradition of the day. In the years since, 
the popularity of Christmas counts has grown exponentially; in 2009, 
there were over 60,000 birders participating in 2,160 separate counts. 
The CBC is one of only two surveys of all the birds in the US and the 
southern tier of Canada (the other being the early summer Breeding 
Bird Survey).
 The Christmas Bird Count illustrates how individual birders 
can add to important scientific research. Christmas Bird Counts are 
organized all over North America, as well as in Central and South 
America and the Caribbean. Count circles and routes remain largely 
unchanged from year to year.  Each count area is a circle that is fifteen 
miles in diameter. For example, the Kendall CBC circle extends east 
and west from about Tamiami Airport to the bay, and north and south 
from just north of AD Barnes Park to Black Point. 
 CBCs were one of the earliest forms of citizen science – the 
accumulation of scientific knowledge and data about birds and bird 
populations by enthusiastic amateurs and non-scientists. Originally 
denigrated by leading ornithologists, CBCs have become a rich source 
of data for scientists in many fields, not just ornithology, because birds 
react quickly to environmental change. For example, recent population 
trends in wintering species, as illustrated through CBC records going 
back decades, have been crucial evidence in the arguments over global 
warming, being one of the EPA’s four natural ecosystem indicators of 
climate change. They are also a bellwether for declining species, as 
seen in the dramatic downward turns in the population of birds such 
as Rusty Blackbird, Eastern Meadowlark, and Loggerhead Shrike. And 
CBC data is instrumental in the compilation of the WatchList, a joint 
program between several bird conservation groups and scientists 
from the US Geological Survey.

 On each CBC, participants count every bird of every species 
they see in the circle during a single specified day, which must be 
between mid-December and the first week of January. The Christmas 
Bird Count helps scientists monitor the status and distribution of bird 
populations across the Western Hemisphere. When the CBC data is 
combined with that of other surveys, such as the North American 
Breeding Bird Survey and North American Migration Count, a 
picture of bird populations emerges; by examining recorded data of 
more than one hundred years of Christmas Bird Counts, researchers 
can see how populations of every species have changed not only over 
time, but geographically as well.
 Birders of all experience levels are encouraged to participate 
in the Christmas Bird Count; they only need to contact the Compiler 
in charge of the circle where they want to count (see the listing at 
the end of this article). Volunteers don’t have to be birding experts; 
Compilers pair novice birders with experienced TAS birders, so that 
everyone has a chance to contribute to the best of their abilities.  
 Even if you only wanted to count birds in your own yard, you 
can contact the Compiler and arrange to count birds at your feeders 
during the day. Those results are then reported to the Compiler, to be 
included in the census totals. Because of the large size of the count 
circles, feeder watchers can be a significant help in making the most 
accurate count of birds in the area. For example, on the Kendall CBC 
virtually no one reports from feeders throughout Coral Gables and 
Pinecrest; feeder watchers in those areas would substantially aid in 
the accuracy and importance of the count.
 There is a $5 fee collected for every CBC participant over 
the age of 18 (although if you are counting at your own feeders the 
fee does not apply). The collected fees are used to help support the 
National Audubon Society’s data collection and online resources 
(http://birds.audubon.org/christmas-bird-count), and the publication 
of a remarkable magazine, American Birds: Summary of the CBC that 
every paying participant receives the following year.
 In addition to counting all of the birds seen, one of the 
attractions of a CBC is that with so many birders out in the field, 
rarities are bound to turn up. The Kendall CBC offers great examples. 
The Kendall CBC has only existed since 2002, yet in that time we 
have recorded out-of-range species like Tropical Kingbird, Western 

Do you have a yard where birds can be counted?  Can you spend an hour or two counting 
birds in your neighborhood?  Can you join a group and spend the day helping to count birds? 

Christmas Bird Counts help Conservation for over a Century
By Bill Boeringer

Make it a part of YOUR holiday tradition to participate in one or more of your local CBCs 
■ Kendall CBC (Sun. Dec. 26, 2010) contact Bill Boeringer at bill@tropicalaudubon.org 

■ Miami CBC (Sat., Dec. 18, 2010) contact Brian Rapoza at  fieldtrips@tropicalaudubon.org 
■ Long Pine Key (Mon. Dec. 20, 2010) contact Robin Diaz at robin@tropicalaudubon.org 
■ Coot Bay (Sat. Jan 2, 2011) contact Brian Rapoza at  fieldtrips@tropicalaudubon.org 8 

Elsa Alvear counts birds at Christian Point, Coot Bay CBC



Spindalis, and Black-headed Gull, as 
well as out-of-season species such as 
Nashville Warbler, Gray Kingbird, and 
Blue Grosbeak. But rarities are not the 
only draw: in 2007, the Kendall CBC 
had the highest numbers in the entire 
United States for 7 different species: 
Short-tailed Hawk, Cape May Warbler, 
Yellow-throated Vireo, Shiny Cowbird, 
Sacred Ibis, Mitred Parakeet and Hill 
Myna!
 Unfortunately, some of the 
local CBCs are in desperate need of 
volunteers. The Kendall Count, which 
is traditionally held the week after the 
Miami CBC, suffers from an acute 
shortage of birders, often due to holiday 
traveling. Many people will think 
nothing about going out for a day to 
the Everglades, but refuse to sign up for 
a CBC. However, this is the time each 
year when, in addition to a fun day out 
in the field, birder can also fulfill their 
social responsibility to contribute to 
science, and in doing so help promote 
the conservation of our native birds, 
especially those literally in our own 
backyards.

 
It is our position that this practice should be altered to some intermediate level or 
compromise so that the dangerous droughts do not occur at the tail end of the dry season, 
leaving Biscayne Bay with absolutely no freshwater flow and exacerbating saltwater 
intrusion. We believe potential solutions to providing increased water storage for the bay 
in the dry season include a combination of operational changes, additional land acquisition 
and best management practices from farmers. Recently, park officials announced that a 
minimum flow of 164 cubic feet per second should always be flowing into the bay to avoid 
critical harm to Biscayne National Park. This will be presented to the public at the January 
SFWMD Governing Board meeting.    
 Another major concern regarding the health of the southern end of the Everglades 
system is the current operation and proposed nuclear expansion of Turkey Point Power 
Plant. These two new reactors will use up to 124 MGD of water directly out of the Biscayne 
Aquifer and surrounding areas. Alternatively, there is a plan to use reuse water — 90 MGD 
of which had already been earmarked to meet the reservation targets of Phase 2 of Biscayne 
Bay restoration. This project competes directly with the goals of this CERP project and, for 
that reason, is not in the best interest of the public. If water is what we lack here in South 
Florida, why would we continue to depend on energy that requires millions of gallons per 
day to operate? 

Florida is home to Important Bird Areas (IBAs) that are essential habitats for 
migratory and resident birds. Yet South Florida is also a place of fragmented ecosystems 
that threaten the survival of birds. Tree canopy covers only 13 percent of Miami-Dade 
County, well below the national average of 30. We will support the county’s goal to create 
32 percent canopy by 2050, which will connect fragmented green spaces through linear 
parks, and redeveloping streets to include trees. With many tree planting programs losing 
funding, we citizens should be pushing our municipalities to invest and write grants to fill 
up swales and parks with trees that attract, harbor and feed wildlife. 
 We can also work with agencies whose policies are counter-productive to these 
goals. For example, the SFWMD policy on canal corridors that makes planting trees a 
non-starter. They require an easement of 60 feet for permanent structures. We believe 
rules like this one should be amended to help make tree canopy a county-wide priority. If 
every agency can work in coordination with this goal it will be a simple and cheap way to 
sequester carbon and improve quality of life.  
 We will continue to support citizen science efforts and the monitoring of birds 
and habitat. TAS has been promoting native plants as bird food since 1992 after Hurricane 
Andrew. Our next Native Plant Sale on February 5 and 6 will include plants that will help 
attract birds to your backyard. Many of us who work the sale are very knowledgeable 
and will be available to help you create a welcoming backyard habitat. This will connect 
the green space within the urbanized areas and, ultimately, to larger habitats such as the 
Biscayne-Everglades Trail that will connect two national parks with greenways and multi-
purpose paths.

and mangrove areas for migrant shorebirds and, sometimes, the unexpected. To illustrate, 
a Seaside Sparrow of the nominate race was found in one of the mangrove areas in 
September of 2008. In winter, more than a dozen species of warbler usually remain in the 
tropical hardwood hammock and patches of coastal mangrove. For the past two years, 
Brown-crested Flycatchers have been wintering in the patch of hardwood hammock with 
the picnic pavilions. During summer, migrant Gray Kingbirds, Black-whiskered Vireos, 
and Common Nighthawks briefly reside within the park while the exact status of Yellow 
Warbler (Cuban race) and Mangrove Cuckoo within the park is unknown and a bit of a 
mystery (sparse breeders or irregular visitors?). In total, I have recorded over 130 species 
within the park over the course of only two and a half years and see anywhere between 
25 and 65 species over the course of a single outing! All these details add up to a great 
birding experience at Matheson and explain why I have chosen it as my patch. I hope that 
by reading this, other birders will regularly bird their own patches and take note of how 
interesting, surprising, and mysterious birding on a micro-scale can be.

 Continued from page 3 Patch Birding               by Carlos Sanchez

 Continued from page 5

TAS Conservation Strategy: Water Issues

Bird Conservation
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Within four days the mercury would plummet even further, dropping 
below freezing across the Everglades on the morning of the 11. January 
12 was officially the coldest day of the year in southern Florida with 
a morning low of 28°F recorded at Royal Palm, Everglades National 
Park. Park staff reported ice in the water at the Taylor Slough Bridge 
just inside the park entrance.  
 Like many others, I woke up that morning to find rafts of dead 
fish piling up on all windward-facing shorelines of the upper Keys. This 
was evident across coastal regions of all southern Florida on that day 
and for weeks to come. I was so shaken up over what I was seeing that 
I could not fathom accomplishing anything productive that day, so I 
decided to get out on the water and document this event more closely. 
My departure was delayed after finding a debilitated juvenile Hawksbill 
Turtle on the boat ramp in Tavernier. This turtle was dropped off to 
FWC (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission) staff 
along with two Green Turtles in the same condition. I would find two 
more Green Turtles on that day, already succumbed to the cold. The 
FWC staff had a busy week, rescuing and saving hundreds of turtles in 
the Upper Keys alone. A preliminary statement by the FWC reported 
recovering 4,592 sea turtles statewide, many of which were recovered 
dead. 
 On that morning, I launched my boat into the roughest, 
coldest, windiest Florida Bay I had ever seen. Needless to say, I had 
the place to myself. As I ran the boat through the shallow basins of 
northeastern Florida Bay toward the mainland, I was completely 
dumbfounded at the loss of fish life. Unable to escape the vast 
shallowness of the Bay, many fish species had become trapped in water 
that had been precariously close to their low temperature threshold 
for nearly a week. The low temperatures of that morning along with 
reinforcing 30 mph north winds had turned the Bay water lethal. 
The locally known ‘pilchard’ or ‘scaled sardine’ – a popular baitfish 
– were scattered dead throughout the Bay in incomprehensible and 
uncountable numbers. Laughing Gulls and Royal Terns were in 
their glory on that day, absolutely gorging themselves on the bounty, 
seemingly oblivious to the weather. I came upon flocks of dozens of 
lazy American White Pelicans bobbing on the surface in the north 
central part of the Bay. As I approached them it was evident by their 
waddling that none of them could fly. In order for them to take off 
the water, a number of the birds regurgitated the contents of their 
stomachs. An investigation and photograph of one of these floating 
piles of fish revealed that a single pelican had puked up exactly 54 
Striped Mojarra – a common, medium-sized, bottom-foraging fish 
–  which were dying en masse throughout the Bay. With an average 
size of about 2-3 ounces per fish, this is roughly 8½ pounds of stomach 
content, which is just about half the body weight of the average Am. 
White Pelican. I quickly realized why they could not fly. By the end of 
that day I had documented 26 different species of dead, marine fish, 

including prized sport fish such as snook, tarpon, bonefish, permit, 
grouper, snapper and numerous shark species. The following day I 
checked a number of water monitoring gauges in the Bay and learned 
that water temperatures in central Florida Bay had dropped to 41°F.  
The waters within the shallow coastal mangrove zone of the mainland 
had gotten even lower, with readings as low as 36°F.  Snook and tarpon 
cease to function in water around 52°F.
 Over the next few weeks, I made over a dozen trips into the 
Glades documenting the loss of life, both aquatic and terrestrial as a 
result of the cold event. The most tragic of these was a trip into the 
backcountry waters north of Flamingo, including Whitewater Bay. In 
one backcountry lake alone where I did a detailed count, I estimated 
39,800 combined dead snook and juvenile tarpon. This gruesome 
scene was evident along every shoreline that was holding fish during 
the time of the cold event. After going through bouts of depression 
and sleeplessness over the loss of so much life, I wrapped-up my 3-
week period of field investigations of the event and confirmed 54 
different species of dead saltwater fish. Upon tallying up the numbers 
from my field notes, I had recorded just under 90,000 dead snook in 
the southern Everglades. The waters that I checked amounted to a 
minute fraction of this fish species’ available habitat in this region.  
 American Crocodiles were another species that suffered 
losses this winter. Based on a known localized population, I estimated 
that roughly 10% of American Crocodiles died within the Everglades, 
however a biologist with ENP reported to me that the park’s estimate 
was roughly 30%, with one of these being the affectionately known 
Big Bob, a 14-footer that had been a resident of Flamingo for decades.  
Anecdotal reports from coral monitoring projects confirmed mortality 
of many coral species in the Keys as well, with high mortality occurring 
in the inshore and mid-channel zones of the Upper, Middle, and Lower 
Keys. In some areas of the inshore reef, up to 80% coral mortality was 
noted with some instances of 200-year-old colonies dying.
 A foreseeable ecological benefit to this cold event was the 
mortality of many exotic animal species including the well-documented 
report of the death of 9 out of 10 Burmese Pythons that were being 
tracked through telemetry.  Unfortunately, this probably did not equate 
to a 90% mortality of the python population, as an unexpectedly high 
number of young of the year pythons were found this past summer 
in the Glades. Many of the invasive exotic fish species such as Mayan 
Cichlid, Oscar, and Spotted Tilapia also suffered great losses this 
winter. As a result of this, the native sunfish and bass population of 
the Everglades, which are tolerant of the colder temperatures, appear 
to be thriving this year due to the lack of competition and predation 
on their young by their cichlid rivals. Recent trips into the freshwater 
areas of the southern Glades revealed that Largemouth Bass have 
already re-colonized areas that had been overrun with Mayan Cichlids 
over the last decade.

 Continued from page 1 by Peter Frezza
Ecological  Effects  of  El  Niño  in  the  Everglades
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Peter Frezza (right) is Research 
Manager for the Everglades Region at 
Audubon’s Tavernier Science Center. 
He has been a fishing guide in South 
Florida for over 15 years.

 When the chill finally broke in mid-January, 12 consecutive 
days of minimum daily temperatures below 50°F had been recorded in 
the Everglades. Both in 1977 and 1989 temperatures had dropped slightly 
lower than they did in 2010, but this year’s stretch of consecutive below 
50° days was a historical record. In terms of effects on the aquatic life, 
this sustained stretch of cold temperatures ended-up being far worse 
than those other two events. For a few months after the cold stretch, 
Florida Bay was so void of marine life that we feared catastrophe. On 
a fantastically beautiful mid-March morning, my boss Jerry Lorenz 
and I crossed the Bay from Tavernier to Flamingo with a group of 
conservationists from New York. While the group commented on how 
beautiful Florida Bay was, the two of us were nearly speechless at how 
absolutely vacant the Bay was of marine life. No baitfish or gamefish, 
no stingrays, no sharks, not a ripple on the water. Even the normally 
vibrant Snake Bight was void of its omnipresent mullet schools. A 
quietness was prevalent on the Bay like neither of us had ever seen. At 
the dock at Flamingo, we watched Brown Pelicans diving into the water 
onto nothing; up down they continued for hours. This behavior lasted 
for a couple of days and was very disturbing to watch, and I could only 
imagine that it was occurring because of starvation. The progressing 
nesting season for Roseate Spoonbills in the Bay turned out to be 
extremely poor both in terms of nest numbers and numbers of chicks 
fledged. During the 2009-10 nesting season, we recorded a total of 233 
nests bay wide. This was the lowest number of spoonbill nests in the Bay 
since 1962. Productivity was down by about half the long-term average, 
with only around .5 chicks fledging per nest. We did not attribute this 
solely to the cold event, but also to anomalously high water levels that 
prevailed throughout the entire nesting season and into spring. Water 
levels never dropped to a level that was adequate to concentrate prey 
to the point where spoonbills could acquire enough food to meet the 
demands of the chicks. We also felt that the high water levels even 
kept many of the birds from ever initiating nesting. The meteorological 
forces that drive El Niño have the effect of moving more oceanic water 
into our region than under a normal year. It was the abnormally high 
water in the nearby Atlantic and Gulf that kept the water so high in the 
Bay, and thus the coastal mangrove zone for such an extended period 
of time. This was a scenario similar to that observed during the last 
strong El Niño event in 1997. During the 2009-2010 hydrologic year 
(June 1 –May 31) we recorded significantly higher annual mean water 
level than we had ever noted in our 30 year period of record across all 
of Florida Bay and the mangrove zone.  
 While difficult to imagine at the time, the same cold conditions 
and high water that brought so much loss to the Bay has now set the stage 
for what looks to be a remarkably impressive year for nesting spoonbills 
and other wading birds in places like Florida Bay and the 10,000 Islands. 
During late spring/early summer, conditions in the Everglades made a 
more than dramatic shift for the better. By June 15, water temperatures 
in much of the nearshore Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico were at record 
high levels, even greater than the average temperatures for August 
and early September according to NOAA. This dramatic fluctuation 
in temperature is another mark of a strong El Niño event. As water 
levels receded, we began noticing baitfish returning in the mangrove 
zone and in the Bay in great quantities, even greater than before the 
cold event. The native prey-based fishes of the Everglades which were 
tolerant of the cold water temperatures had benefited in a tremendous 
way as a result of this unusually strong El Niño.  
 Deep in the coastal wetlands, in places like the red mangrove 
zone of Taylor Slough and the black mangrove forests of Cape Sable, the 

prey-fish had been multiplying. The extraordinarily high water that had 
prevailed for a year had allowed for multiple reproductive cycles for 
these fish. Essentially there had been two consecutive wet and growing 
seasons without the dry season draw down that concentrates the fish to 
the point where they get preyed upon. Furthermore, the absence of the 
exotics and lack of piscine predators such as snook, allowed these native 
prey fishes to propagate even further. By late spring, Audubon scientists 
monitoring the population of these prey-based fishes were finding the 
greatest quantities of fish at many sampling locations in the coastal 
mangrove zone of northeastern Florida Bay since the study began in 
1990. Even many long time local fishing guides were commenting that 
they had never seen so much bait in the Bay. Remarkably, the pilchards, 
the baitfish which had seemed doomed have returned in numbers 
higher than before the cold event.  
 Another noteworthy result of the El Niño event was that the 
elevated water levels in the Bay and Gulf had backed up the freshwater 
in the Everglades, impeding run off. This had the effect of keeping the 
salinity (salt content) of the water very low for an extended period of 
time in the coastal wetlands. Research has shown that low salinity in 
the coastal mangrove zone is another booster for productivity in these 
wetlands, spurring the growth of submerged aquatic vegetation which is 
vital foraging and refuge habitat for the prey fish. As with the prey fish, 
these submerged plants went through two growing periods without the 
typical die-off seen each dry season and may have also had an added 
boost of nutrients from all the decaying fish. In the same areas where 
Audubon scientists were recording record numbers of prey fish, they 
were also recording record abundance of this submerged vegetation. 
High densities of Widgeon Grass, a submerged plant species which was 
once synonymous with the coastal fringe of the southern Everglades, 
was evident in densities this past summer greater than in the last 30 
years in many mangrove lakes. The decline of Widgeon Grass in the 
coastal mangrove zone of Florida Bay has been linked to the decline in 
the usage of these areas by wintering 
waterfowl over the years. It just might 
be that we see more ducks farther 
south in the Glades this winter as 
well.  
 With a very normal dry 
season draw down in progress, along 
with high densities of prey fish and 
plenty of habitat for these fishes in 
the form of submerged vegetation, 
a more perfect scenario could not 
be in place for a highly productive 
wading bird nesting season in Florida 
Bay. We surmise and hope that one 
great nesting year will outweigh the 
hardships of last season. If nothing 
else, this past year in the Everglades 
was a true lesson in ecology and also a 
great example of nature’s intricacies at 
work.  
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In a CommunIty Effort that unified a diverse supporting cast — from 
rock ‘n’ roll doctors to an anonymous philanthropist — Tropical Audubon 
Society’s beloved chickee hut is rising like a phoenix from the ashes. Its 
imminent return to full flower began with my own personal journey of loss, 
the love and support of friends and the willingness of volunteers to see the 
project to fruition. The structure, built in 1983, had fallen into disrepair after 
the 2005 hurricane season in which three back-to-back storms destroyed its 
thatched roof. Until then, the shelter had been used regularly as a meeting 
place for TAS members and scout troops, and as a site for conservation 
seminars and birding workshops. With renovation now well underway, a 
host of educational events will once again unfold in its welcome shade. 
 When I approached TAS executive director Laura Reynolds in April 
2009 to ask the board’s permission to hold a memorial service for my late 
mother, Elizabeth “Betty” Hanson Kuehner, on Mother’s Day, May 9, none of 
us could then imagine that the “Yes” answer Laura gave me would ultimately 
set the chickee’s repair into motion. My sisters and I wanted to remember 
our mother at TAS because it is a charming, down-to-earth setting and a 
haven for the feathered creatures of which she was so fond. At dawn and 
dusk the property comes alive with chatter, chirping and song. We held a 
late afternoon gathering in the Doc Thomas House where friends and family 
shared remembrances and then went outside for a life-affirming birdwalk. 
When we came upon the dilapidated chickee, Laura briefly explained its 
demise and the lack of funding for repair. My friend Steve Chavoustie (a 
doctor, a professor, a global health medical missionary and the keyboardist 
in the band Nightscape) was on “Betty’s Birdwalk.” Without hesitation, he 
piped up, “Let’s have concerts next winter to raise money.” 
 Laura had long nurtured the same idea, “I saw concerts as a way 
to rebuild the chickee and reestablish our community connection,” she 
explains. “Historically, TAS has always been a leader in environmental 
education, a role fostered by my mentor, Bob Kelley. We want to continue 
his legacy.” That first concert series helped us exceed our fundraising goal 
for raising the chickee, and a grant from Pinnacle Housing Group propelled 
the project along with extra dollars to spare for needed repairs to electrical, 
plumbing, masonry and fencing. 
 Charlie Galloway, a self-described “lifelong student of the ancient 
art of thatching,” is directing the physical restoration of the 20’ by 30’ 
structure. Galloway and his crew harvested fronds from native Sabal Palms 
in a southwest Florida hammock during a full moon. “Where[ever] people live 
under thatch roofs,” he notes, “the understanding is that the roofs last twice 
as long when the leaves are cut at that time” in the lunar cycle. “This is one 
of many secrets about these structures I have discovered,” he says. Another 
is to use only fronds from trees growing in shady hammocks because, he 

Raising the Chickee
By  Elizabeth  Kuehner  Smith

 Continued on page 14

Cost for this trip is $595.00 double 
occupancy, with a $125.00 single 
supplement. The price includes two 
nights lodging in the Key West area, 
van transportation, park fees and 
the Dry Tortugas ferry fee. Meals, 
with the exception of breakfast and 
lunch on April 23, will be eaten in 
local restaurants and are paid for by 
each participant. This trip is limited 
to 10 participants. For a complete 
itinerary and trip application, 
email Brian Rapoza at fieldtrips@
tropicalaudubon.org

Spectacular Florida Keys
TAS
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Tropical  Audubon  bulletin

Brian Rapoza is the field trip coordinator for Tropical Audubon Society and author of Birding 
Florida (Globe Pequot Press, 2007). He has organized and led birding trips for Tropical Audubon 
Society throughout Florida as well as in several other states. As Outreach Specialist at MAST 
Academy, a nationally-recognized marine-theme magnet high school on Virginia Key, he has 
facilitated Everglades birding experiences for thousands of Miami-Dade County schoolchildren.

Paul Bithorn has been a field trip leader for TAS for over 20 years, including several jaunts to the 
Dry Tortugas. He has contributed to several bird-finding guides, including ABA’s A Birders Guide 
to Florida, Fourth Edition; A Birders Guide to the Bahama Islands, the Falcon Guide; Birding in 
Florida and Parrots of South Florida. His documentation of parrot species in Miami was featured in 
recent issues of the National Wildlife Federation magazine and Birder’s World.
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 If this sounds like a can’t-miss experience, join Paul Bithorn 
and me for Tropical Audubon’s Florida Keys and Dry Tortugas birding 
tour on Friday, April 22 to Sunday, April 24. We’ll leave Miami early 
Friday, with much of the morning spent in the upper Keys, home 
to the largest contiguous tracts of tropical hardwood hammock 
in the United States. This habitat is home to a number of Florida 
specialties, including White-crowned Pigeon, Gray Kingbird, and 
Mangrove Cuckoo and is also a refueling stop for migrant songbirds. 
In mangrove habitat in and around Crocodile Lake National Wildlife 
Refuge, we’ll search for “Golden” Warbler, the unique Caribbean race 
of Yellow Warbler. We’ll also visit locations that in recent years have 
hosted tantalizing West Indian vagrants such as La Sagra’s Flycatcher 
and Western Spindalis. 
 As we island-hop our way to Key West, we’ll make several 
stops, including at a golf course in Marathon to search for Burrowing 
Owl. We’ll also check to see if Roseate Terns are nesting on the roof of 
the Marathon Government Center. Later we’ll head to nearby Stock 
Island, where we’ll search for Antillean Nighthawk.
 The next morning, we’ll board a ferry that will take us to Dry 

Tortugas National Park, sixty-eight miles west of Key West. It’ll take 
about two hours to reach the Tortugas; along the way, we’ll search 
for pelagic species including Audubon’s Shearwater, Bridled Tern and 
maybe even a rarity such as White-tailed Tropicbird. As we enter the 
National Park, we’ll check channel markers for Brown Booby and 
Roseate Tern. We’ll also pass Hospital Key, a sandbar that is home to 
a colony of nesting Masked Booby. On Garden Key we’ll search for 
neotropical migrants. On Bush Key we’ll see nesting Sooty Terns and 
Brown Noddys.
 The Tortugas boasts an amazing list of vagrants, including 
White-tipped Dove, Ruddy Quail-Dove and Yellow-faced Grassquit. 
This is also the only place in North America where you have a 
reasonable chance to see Black Noddy. During our visit, opportunities 
will be available to tour historic Fort Jefferson or to swim, snorkel or 
just relax. We’ll return to Key West where you can relax or continue 
birding. Our last morning will be spent at migrant traps in Key West, 
including Fort Zachary Taylor Historic State Park. During spring, the 
Arawak or Antillean race of Short-eared Owl is occasionally seen at 
this location. 

Late April is a perfect time for birders to visit the spectacular Florida Keys. Spring migration 
is at its peak, with northbound migrants swarming the Keys from their wintering grounds throughout 
the Caribbean, Central and South America. Highly sought-after Florida specialties including Mangrove 
Cuckoo, Antillean Nighthawk and Black-whiskered Vireo have all arrived to nest. Discovering a West 
Indian vagrant such as La Sagra’s Flycatcher, Thick-billed Vireo or Bahama Mockingbird is always a 
possibility at this time of year. If that isn’t enough for you, include a day trip to the Dry Tortugas, where 
you’ll find seabirds that nest nowhere else in North America. Combine that with the potential to witness 
unbelievable migrant fallouts, and you have the makings of a magical birding adventure.

Masked Booby  ©  Sonny Bass      National Park Service
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explains, “The more dense and shady the forest, the more supple 
[and pliable] the leaf.” 
 When Galloway completes his work, yoga classes will 
move outdoors and under the chickee, which sits in a tranquil 
hammock ideal for that discipline. Members can also apply to hold 
special gatherings there, which will help enrich TAS’s coffers, in turn, 
enriching its crucial conservation efforts in our region.
 While researching this article, I paged through the TAS 
archives, scanning old newsletters and receipts, and discovered that 
much of the credit for funding the original chickee can be attributed 
to the late Pat Suiter, who served as TAS Education Director from 
1980 to 1990. TAS Historian Becky Smith recalls that Pat dedicated 
her volunteer efforts to her own mother’s memory; this sweet 
coincidence certainly brings this journey of renewal full circle. 

 An immeasurable amount of good has come out of the 
modest memorial we were permitted to hold at TAS for our mother. 
Indeed, “Betty’s Birdwalk” underscores the pebble-on-the-pond 
ripple effect of life. From the depths of our sadness, acknowledging 
our mother’s passing and honoring her at TAS brought renewed 
life to a structure that will again serve as the anchor for outdoor 
activities, classes, and, most important, as a place where young 
people can again gather to learn about – and become enchanted by 
– birds. 
 If you were not able to attend a Members Meeting, a 
Conservation Concert or Art Nite in 2010, plan to join us in the 
coming months. It will give you a chance to duck under the chickee 
and lift a glass to Bob Kelley, Charlie Galloway and Betty.

Mark your calendars! On Wednesday Janurary 12, South Florida videographer, 
Steve Siegel, will present his 2009 production “Miles To Go Before They Sleep” 
– a year of following birds through North America – filled with flight and close-up 
scenes of birds from Florida to the Bering Sea. The event will be held at TAS’s 
Doc. Thomas House, 5530 Sunset Drive, Miami. Doors open at 7:30pm.

In a word, No. Most South Florida birders have 
seen me around, schlepping my camcorder, trying 
to keep up, and swearing at birds that won’t hold 
still.  Video is not as straightforward as photography, 
but I wouldn’t give it up for a flock of Spoon-billed 
Sandpipers. So what’s better, pics or vids?
 Video has drawbacks compared to still 
photography. Mainly it’s the resolution. You can 
get sharp images, but not like a digital camera.  
The sensors are too small. Camera shake is enemy 
number one, so you need a heavy tripod. You are 
also forced to shoot manually because camcorder 
auto functions are for people and scenery, not birds. 
There is no flash so you’re stuck with whatever 
highlights and shadows the sun gives you. 
 But that’s where the downside ends.  
Video provides close-ups from distances that 
the still guys don’t even dream about. The lens I 
use is the equivalent of a 2800mm lens on a film 
camera. Video provides movement. A photo of a 
flying Tundra Swan, with the vanes of every feather 
glistening against an azure sky is truly spectacular. 
The photo does not, however, capture the ripple of 
the neck as the bird strains with each wing beat. It 
does not capture the quick glance of the lead bird as 
he turns his head to his mate.
 Nor does it capture the pattering of feet 
on water or the trumpeting call. Even the video 
mode on the latest digital cameras can’t give you 
that. As any movie producer will tell you, the sound 

is half the picture. What is an image of a Hermit 
Thrush without the ethereal flute that goes with it? 
A Blackburnian Warbler is even Blackburnianer if 
you can hear what comes out of that orange throat. 
No one can ever question my shot of a Willow 
Flycatcher. He threw his head back and sneezed a 
“fitz-bew” for the microphone.  
 In the end a photo and a video clip are 
two very different things. A photo  invites you to 
examine it, to see what you can see, and to come 
away with your own idea of what it is. A photo 
is a creation unto itself. You can enjoy it without 
help. A video needs help. It needs a story. It always 
has, ever since silent film. No one will watch your 
video without a story. It can be spoken or it can be 
implied, perhaps with music, but it must be there. 
This requires editing, and editing can be drudgery, 
or tremendous fun. Obviously, anyone who keeps 
at it thinks it’s fun.
 So are you a photographer or a 
videographer? If you enjoy capturing birds in 
superb detail, dramatically frozen in time, in a 
way that you can knead your image into a work of 
art, then photography is for you. If you prefer the 
intimacy of movement and close-ups where more 
senses than sight are in play, and can put up with 
the difficulties of the equipment, and if you like to 
tell a story, then video may be worth a try. I like to 
say that bird photography is like looking at a pretty 
girl. Videography is like going on a date with her.     

Sharp stills from a video frame are 
possible. Above, a Mountain Bluebird 
captured through video.

Out with the tongue. One quarter of 
a second - only video is that fast. A 
Red-headed Woodpecker chick is 
captured peering from its nest.

Steve Siegel has been shooting 
bird video since the 1980s. He 
works through Raven On The 
Mountain Video Productions.

Nightscape will inaugurate the 2011 Conservation Concert series and the newly thatched chickee on January 29 — please join us! A 
second concert is tentatively scheduled for February 26. On February 9, Wiley Kitchens from USGS will give a presentation on Snail 
Kite conservation, and on March 9, John Kellam will present on the life history of the Big Cypress Fox Squirrel.

 Continued from page 12Raising the Chickee           by Elizabeth Kuehner Smith

by Steve Siegel
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Wouldn’t you really prefer a 13 million pixel Camera? 



tas seeks volunteers for everglades youth trips

The following 
generous individuals 
and foundations 
have contributed 
to TAS since our 
last publication. We 
GREATLY appreciate 
their support!

Swallow-tailed Kite 
($10,000)
Everglades Foundation
The Villagers

Roseate Spoonbill 
($5,000)
Alan Steinberg
Anonymous
Trustees of The      
   Foundation of the  
   Greater Miami  
   Jewish Federation

Great White Heron 
($1,000)
Lewis Milledge
Emilie Young
Jose & Helen Barros
Brian Rapoza
Dennis Olle
John Ogden

Purple Gallinule 
($500)
Kenneth Cook

Painted Bunting 
($250)
Lauren Aragon
Walter Harris
Roxanne Featherly
Bickley Simpson
Jennifer Bultrick

White-crowned 
Pigeon ($100)
Don S. Finefrock 
Carol Rist
Irene & Mark Than
Stephen J. Schnably
Carol Rosenau
Martha Kent

In-Kind
Beatrice Garner 
Tom Otto
Cece Saba
Linda Cornejo
Bickley Simpson
Pat Viteri
Rafael A. Gálvez
Arborcare Inc.
Charlie Galloway
Pinnacle Housing  
   Group

Cape Sable Seaside
Sparrow and below
Valerie Ricordi
Tony Duque
David Pearson
Victoria Johnston
Martha Kent
Wilhelmina Myerburg
Roland Banks
Stanley H. Boynton
Walter & Julia Chwalik
Kevan & Linda  
   Sunderland
Margee Ryder
Clark Nobil
Walter & Julia Chwalik
Terramce Kevin 
Kilcoyne
Rita Wong
Stanley H. Boynton
Kathleen Burkhart
Dr. Barbara Moller

Peter Frezza
Anil Anthony
Barbara Condon
David Irving
Carol Dieringer
Ruth Baker
Karen Buchsbaum
Sharon Hartley
Robert Lewy
Holly White
Raphael Puga
Susan Muci
Barbara Lalevee
Elizabeth Ann McMullan
Leslie Veber
Maria H. Szydlo
Stephen Szydlo
Victor Biver
Essie C. Duffie
Amida Frey
Beatriz Mendoza
Anne Herrera

Melisa Agnes Brown
Gretchen Lopez
Steven Levine
Betty Zima
Mark Miller
Mindy Dickman
Judy Rosenblum
Ernest Kent
Ralf Antoni
Sylvia Veraleon
Evhan Zasadney
Cal & Audrey Nathan
Eduardo Gomez
Tomy Edwards
Steven A. Majalnick
Estelle Roth
Josefina M. Batista
Jennifer Failla
Ruth Baker
Carol Deiringer
John Ray
Beth Marin-Werner

TAS  THANKS

Tropical Audubon Society recently 
sat down with its newest Advisory 
Board Director, Katy Sorenson. She 
shared her advice on our conservation 
goals for 2011, and she spoke with 
us about her exciting new program 
at the University of Miami. We 
encouraged her to continue her role 
as a champion for the environment 
as she begins a life beyond politics.
 Katy decided to step down from 
the Miami-Dade Board of County 
Commissioners last November, but 
not before leaving behind a legacy 
that spans more than sixteen years. 
She is arguably best known for her 
consistent and unyielding support for 

environmental health and protection. Over the years, she championed 
a wide range of conservation efforts including sustainability issues; the 
regional climate compact; the pace program promoting solar energy; 
and Everglades restoration. She worked to halt plans for a new airport 
in Homestead and helped to manage new development by promoting 
building along our urban corridor and holding the line on westward 
sprawl.
 Without more elected officials like Katy, environmental 
advocates like Tropical Audubon will be even more challenged to forge 

new relationships with other conservation groups and politicians. 
That’s why we should take Katy’s advice: to reach out to our state 
legislators and convince them of the critical link between Florida’s 
natural resources and the state’s economy. Katy thinks we should 
focus on three key initiatives:  better growth management strategies 
and planning, Everglades restoration, and renewable energy.  
 While we may be losing Katy as a politician, she doesn’t plan 
to stop wielding her influence or serving the public any time soon. She 
told us that she decided, at age 55, that it was time to do something 
“different” and more “effective.” She is launching a new program at UM 
she called “Boot Camp,” designed to help hundreds of newly minted 
elected officials learn the ropes of legislating. One of her first panels 
will be “Civility in Government: Do nice guys finish last?” The new 
certificate program will focus on everything from budget to finance 
and ethics to the environmental issues of our time. Her inspiration 
came from her own trials and tribulations in office and an intensive 
course she took at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government six 
years ago.  
 Her new students will be lucky to have such a great teacher. 
Katy is a rock. You always knew where she stood on an issue and 
everyone respected her integrity. 
 TAS is thrilled that Katy has agreed to join our Advisory 
Board of Directors in order to help us build capacity and achieve 
or conservation mission.  We wish her all the best in her new 
endeavors and we are ever grateful for her longtime commitment to 
environmental conservation.

Tropical  Audubon  Society

Katy  Sorenson: New TAS Advisory Board Director
By Laura Reynolds

 

sharE your EvErgladEs knowlEdgE and lovE of thE outdoors wIth at-rIsk ChIldrEn and tEEns

To join us on the annual Return Peace Corps Volunteer of South Florida Everglades trip 9-2 pm, January 29 
Contact Kiki Mutis at: kikimutis@hotmail.com.

To join us on our annual Everglades trip with Florida City-based Branches program on April 9 
Contact Lewis “Brother” Milledge at: Volunteer1@Tropicalaudubon.org.



 Continued from page 1

Piping Plovers Love Wintering at Crandon Beach

Protection of wintering areas is difficult to accomplish in Florida, as 
both plovers and beach-goers enjoy the same surf and sand. Roping off 
areas is impractical, since the plovers roost at different spots, according 
to weather and tides. Beach enhancement with sea oats dunes is an 
excellent and fairly inexpensive way to help protect the birds. Education 
is another positive step, with illustrated information kiosks near the 
roosting areas adding new dimensions for beach visitors.  
 The three Florida “hot spots” for wintering Piping Plovers 
are the Naples area, Honeymoon Island State Park area and Crandon 
Park Beach, whose flock is the largest on the Florida east coast. Casey 
Lott, Coastal and Waterways Program Coordinator for American Bird 
Conservancy in 2007, says that “… Crandon is the only really good 
wintering site for Piping Plovers on the east coast of Florida to the 
south of Ponce de Leon inlet … in Volusia County.” The International 
Piping Plover Census is conducted every five years, with the next one 
in February 2011.
 Why Crandon Beach? The answer is food. Location and 
currents provide this beach with exposed sand bars at low tide. While 
gulls, terns and cormorants loaf on the flats, Piping, Semipalmated, 
Wilson’s and Black-bellied Plovers, Short-billed Dowitchers and 
Sanderlings scurry around, feeding on marine worms, other 
invertebrates and seashore goodies. Shorebirds like to roost behind 
beach wrack lines (accumulation of dry and fresh seaweed) but because 
of daily beach grooming, there is no wrack line on Crandon Beach. 
However, the birds are creative and find tractor tire indentations to be 
the perfect fit for individual roosting sites.
 Finding a banded Piping Plover is always exciting, and it’s 
easy to begin an inquiry about the bird. There is a specific formula 
and code for reporting the bands, but researchers are happy to receive 
any type of accurate description. Annual banded plovers on Crandon 
come with interesting backgrounds. Agencies like US Army Corps 
of Engineers, National Audubon, Canadian Wildlife Service and 
University of Minnesota are very helpful with locating the appropriate 
bander and providing a short history of the bird. Individual banders 

are enthusiastic and appreciative when one of “their” birds is sighted 
but several banding programs have terminated, making future reports 
even more valuable. 
 Crandon birds have filled in research gaps and have provided 
vital information. Until ten years ago, it was believed that Great Lakes 
(Lakes Michigan and Superior), Atlantic Canada (Quebec and New 
Brunswick) and Great Plains (Saskatchewan) birds did not winter 
together. Not so, as our little Miami-Dade birds proved. In 2001-2002, 
banded birds wintering on Crandon Beach came from Atlantic Canada, 
Great Lakes, Saskatchewan and Long Island, NY. In 2009 we hosted 
a pioneer bird banded on Onslow Beach, NC (see lower right photo, 
above). It was the only chick to survive the first recorded nesting pair 
along a large stretch of NC beach. Last year, bling adorned a female who 
is from Cross Village, MI. (see photo pg. 1). So far this season, there are 
birds from Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge (VA), Maryland and 
a female from Ludington State Park, MI, who is spending her second 
winter here (see upper right photo, above).
 Crandon Park Beach is almost loved to death but with Jim 
King’s (Miami-Dade County Park and Recreation Department) 
assistance, Crandon’s new Park Manager, Mark Richards, is looking 
for ways to help the plovers (and all shorebirds) have a healthy and 
safe stay. Nine new sea oats dunes are now in place and were used for 
shelter by the birds during the fall extreme tides. Proposed signage will 
be an added plus, as most Crandon beachgoers don’t realize that Piping 
Plovers are endangered. These little birds are resilient and in spite of 
beach cleaning equipment, triathlons, heavy human usage, kids and 
adults running through the flocks and Fish Crows, they seem quite 
content to spend their winters with us.
 The next time you’re watching shorebirds or loafing with the 
gulls, and you see one of these cute little guys with bright orange legs 
doing its typical stop-and-go plover action, stop to reflect on where it’s 
from and why it’s spending five months of the year with us. Then enjoy 
the experience.

Photo © Trey Mitchell

Photo © Robin Diaz
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by Robin Diaz


